Motions: Senator Christensen

I make the following three technical motions regarding the Green “Ongoing State funds Building Block List – Chair Proposal” dated 2/12/2015 12:58 AM:

#1: Trade priority item #2 (“DHS – DSPD Mandated Additional Needs”) with priority #8 (“DHS – State Hospital – Restore funding Loss Due to DOH Medicaid Allocation Methods”).

Explanation:
The Department of Human Services expressed item #8 to be a higher priority.

#2: Change item “E” from -$650,000 down to -$250,000 to reflect the chairs’ original intent.

Explanation:
The -$650,000 was included in error.

#3: Make the following adjustment:

Keep item “D” (“DHS – DCFS – Review and follow up of Legislative audit”) at -$1,097,300 ongoing but add $1,097,300 one-time.

Maintain new item #8 (“DHS – DSPD Mandated Additional Needs”) at $1,530,600 ongoing but add -$1,097,300 one-time.

Explanation: This adjustment has no ‘net’ effect on the Green Ongoing State funds Building Block List regarding any other items. The adjustment has the effect of delaying the reduction to the Division of Child and Family Services for one year and offsets that by lowering the amount of a building block for one year by the offsetting amount.
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